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EILEN JEWELL
Down Hearted Blues (Signature Sounds)

Oddly, given she is a good songwriter and not shy of tapping into her
own stories (see her last album, Sundown Over Ghost Town) some of
the signature moments of Eilen Jewell’s career have been with other
people’s music.
Or maybe another way to see it is if you want to know what has fed
into her original albums Boundary Country, Letters From Sinners &
Strangers, Sea Of Tears, Queen Of The Minor Key and Sundown Over
Ghost Town, you can look at the tentpole covers albums.
There was the fabulously joyful mountain music/white gospel selftitled album by the Boston-based group of musicians under the
name The Sacred Shakers, and the tribute to Loretta Lynn, Butcher
Holler, both of which were able to reignite an interest in the originals
while showing how Jewell had a deep grasp of past principles.
And now there’s this collection of blues and proto-rhythm’n’blues
songs once performed by some well-remembered (Willie Dixon,
Memphis Minnie) and some not so well-remembered (Charles
Sheffield, Betty James) names.
Though Jewell says she was reluctant to make a blues album,
essentially on the “I am not worthy” basis, the truth is it is a natural
fit, more so even than the Lynn album. And it might all be down to
suggestiveness.
While looking like butter wouldn’t melt in her mouth and having a
voice which would never be used to holler for anything, Jewell is a

cracker at conveying what Frankie Howerd might have called
sauciness.
For example, in vocals and rhythm, Jewell – with drummer husband
Jason Beek and guitarist Jerry Miller in particular – gets across a very
knowing take on sex that suggests almost everything without having
to say anything that could be pinned down as racy.
Same goes for drinking. And fighting. And general bad behaviour.
That smiling plausible deniability is itself part of the appeal: the
humour in her voice as much as in the songs highlights how she
brings wit to everything.
It’s all on display on Down Hearted Blues – which aren’t really
downhearted, or certainly not confined to downhearted – from the
opening song onwards.
In It’s Your Voodoo Working Miller chops up a guitar line while
Jewell semi-innocently says “I fell in love with your body and soul”
and then slides in with “my hand’s still sticky and my head’s ice-cold”
as the swing builds in suggestion. And the woman singing in Don’t
Leave Poor Me is begging but not completely out of desperation
because you can tell there’s a good (or maybe inappropriate) reason
to keep this man nearby.
But then in the title track she has a little wobble in her voice that is
pure wax cylinder-in-a-Memphis-hotel-room, as Shawn Supra on
wiggles his shoulders, while Crazy Mixed Up World has a light touch
that suggests being crazy or mixed up is hardly the worst thing for a
world, as a sardonic guitar emphasises.

In Another Night To Cry, a relaxed Jewell drawls across a lightly
pricking guitar and brushes, and the chugging beat of Walking With
Frankie is contrasted with a similarly relaxed delivery, while in You
Gonna Miss Me the slow burn blues shape lays a sultry feel over
which she only needs to lay out the truth rather than lay on the
emotion, leaving that emotion to seep out in the torched You Know
My Love.
Whether it’s the quick shuffle of You’ll Be Mine, the string band-like
The Poor Girls’ Story or the strollin’ Nothing In Rambling, Jewell and
band come at it easily, letting the subtext emerge in its own time.
That’s pretty much the form for a nice, relaxed, insinuating
collection.
Tags:
Eilen Jewell
https://www.bernardzuel.net/single-post/2017/09/22/EILENJEWELL---DOWN-HEARTED-BLUES-REVIEW
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

You think I am gone forevermore,
How wonderfully wrong you are,
For I am the same as before
And have not gone that far.
So find some loving things to do,
And know that this soul still lives.
John (steel bar) Conquest
(It has been a year and you are still missed, love you brother)

Album Review - Lilly Hiatt's "Trinity Lane"
by Kyle "Trigger" Coroneos
savingcountrymusic.com
With her third record, second generation alt-country performer Lilly
Hiatt has offered up a career-defining album full of songwriting gems
and inspired performances that is spirited to the heights of
infectious listening by smart and considerate production. This
personal and galvanized work finds the full realization of Lilly Hiatt’s
vision, voice, and potential as a songwriter and performer, stepping
out of the shadow of a famous name, forging her own sound and
identity, and announcing her participation in discussions of who is
worthy of praise in a new generation of emerging artists energized
by rock and country in equal measures.
Where Lilly’s first record Let Down was decidedly lo-fi and countryinspired—cool, but maybe still searching for her own sound—and
the elevated songwriting of 2015’s Royal Blue was hindered
somewhat by the foolish dalliances of indie-rock synth and
unnecessarily harsh and distorted tones, Hiatt’s new record Trinity
Lane gets it all just about right. Produced by Michael Trent of Shovel
& Rope, it fearlessly imbibes in everything that is cool about altcountry, including much of the swagger that has been lost in the
subgenre’s incorporation into Americana in recent years, while
providing just enough country to keep a shit kicker keen.
The listening experience is defined by Lilly’s twangy vocals, delivered
with confidence and attitude, even when singing about powerfully
emotional heartbreak and turmoil. The emotion is heard, not
implied, as she delves into capturing depressing moods on wax in

what is very much a breakup record. Though we may never wish
emotional calamity to befall our fondest music performers—and
certainly many musicians over the years have proven tough times
are not always a prerequisite for inspired art—it sure doesn’t hurt
when tears and pain are powerfully conjured in lyrical phrases, with
melodies and riffs exquisitely matched to the emotions in smart and
powerful composition.
The tear-drenched nature of Lilly’s voice mixed with the swaying
beat on the opening song “All Kinds Of People” is ideal for stirring
emotion, while the half-time register in the chorus of the title track
gives rise to the rawness and honesty in the songwriting.
A couple of moments come across a bit awkward on the record, like
rhyming “home” with “home” on “I Wanna Go Home,” or the way
the lyrics are scrunched into the payoff of “Different, I Guess,” even
though it’s otherwise a great, heartbreaking country song, as is the
forlorn steel guitar and snare brushes of “Imposter.”
Trinity Lane is not just a record for people who like music, but for
those dedicated acolytes of the art form who would travel two
states over for a festival, or fork out money to buy their favorite
artist’s new record on vinyl the day of release. Whether it’s
incorporating the time stamp of the day David Bowie died in an altcountry song, or one of Trinity Lane‘s standout songs called
“Records,” this particular work doesn’t just speak to what it’s like to
have your heart broken, it speaks to having music help you through
those moments, and how it can act as the backdrop to certain
memories.

Trinity Lane is named for the specific street where Lilly Hiatt resides.
But beyond the emotional breakup that inspired this record, it also
reminds the true music fan what a place apart music can be for the
troubles of the mind and heart—where it can create intimate
landscapes inside each of us to escape to. There is us, and then there
is us when we are lost in those moments all to ourselves that only
the best music can provide—music like the stuff found on Lilly Hiatt’s
Trinity Lane.
1 3/4 Guns Up (8/10)

Party In The Underworld, the new recording effort from ANN
ARMSTRONG is the latest collection of songs from this long time
favorite from TEXAS. Echoing the wide open spaces of her native
west TEXAS, ANN delivers edgy, cogent songs about living these
days, songs growing right out of the caliche and the black land dirt.

This is Americana. This is western Country. This is some deep blues,
let me tell you.
ANN ARMSTRONG is accompanied on this project by Steve Hughes
on Harmonica and the Thumb pianos, Jerry Saracini on drums, David
DeShazo on Bass, Jim Suhler guitars, Milo Deering on Fiddle,
Mandolin, Guitar and Pedal Steel, Julie Bonk on Hammond B3, Todd
Parsnow guitar, Natalie Browne vocals. Recorded and Co-Produced
by Steve Browne. ‘I love these musicians’ ANN ARMSTRONG, says
‘They are some of the greatest Texas has to offer and I’m so proud to
call them all friends, too” Jim Suhler has been touring with George
Thorogood and Milo Deering has been on the road with EAGLE, Don
Henley.
The great Rod Kennedy , founder and producer of the Kerrville Folk
Festival and Foundation, while introducing ANN ARMSTRONG to the
Main Stage crowd said ‘Ann is a fantastic songwriter and she plays
guitar like a man.” ANN took it like a gentleman . ANN ARMSTRONG
with her partner , STEVE HUGHES are masters of their craft and
much adored by their fans in Texas and all over the country.
Give PARTY IN THE UNDERWORLD a listen. You’ll probably give it
more than one. This is a masterpiece.
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#1 Eilen Jewell, Down Hearted Blues, Signature Sounds (*JML, *JVB, *ST,
*MP, *MB, *CP, *BP, *AB, *OO)
2 Ray Wylie Hubbard: Tell The Devil I'm Getting There As Fast As I Can(*TG,*ST, *JP,
*JM, *GM, *BB)
3. Greg Allman, Southern blood, New Rounder (*DB, *SD, *PVG, *MF, *GM, *DC,
*AB)
4. Chris Hillman: Bidin' My Time (Rounder Records)(*ST, *MN, *MB, *GS, *AB, *JVB)
4. Lukas Nelson and Promise of the real, Self titled, Fantasy (*SD, *PVG, *OO, *MN, *BP,
*BB)
5. The Sweetback Sisters: King Of Killing Time (Signature Sounds)(*BP, *JML, *OO, *KR)
6. David Rawlings - Poor David's Almanack (*JZ, *PP, *MF, *BS, *AB, *DB)
7. Mary Battiata & Little Pink, The Heart, Regardless , Independent(*JML, *MP, *MN,
*PP)
8. Dan Whitaker & The Shinebenders: Anything You Wanted To(*OAM,*ABA, *JZ)
8. Tom Russell; Folk Hotel (Frontera) (*MB, *JW, *GM, *FS)
9. Ryan Koenig: Two Different Worlds (Big Muddy) (*TG, *JML, *JZ)
10. Emi Sunshine, Ragged dreams, Independent (*PVG, *BS, *JZ)
11. Rick Shea & The Losin' End, The Town Where I Live, Tres Pescadores (*FS, *MF,
*JML, *BB)
12. Johnny Bush, The Absolute Johnny Bush (self) (*JZ, *ATC)
13. Shelby Lynne & Allison Moorer, Not Dark Yet (Silver Cross) (*ATC, *AB, *DB)
14. Matt Patershuk, SameAs I Have Ever Been, Black Hen
Music (*MF, *AB)
15. Jeremy Pinnell, Ties of blood and affection, Sofaburn (*OO,*JVB)
16. Barbara Jo Kammer: One Song At A Time (*MN, *JW, *GS)
17. Radney Foster - For You To See The Stars (*JZ, *DB)
18. Lucinda Williams: This Sweet Old World (*GM, *BB, *DB)
19. Zephaniah Ohora and the 18 Wheelers: This Highway (*SD, *OO)
20. Jim Lloyd: Play Guitar In 7 Days (Self) (*JA, *PP))
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Chris Hillman: Bidin' My Time
(Rounder Records)

Freeform American Roots #218 Album of the Month:
SEPTEMBER 2017

AB Chris Hillman: Bidin' My Time (Rounder Records)
ABA Al Dual - Blues Back in Town (El Toro Records)
ATC Johnny Bush, The Absolute Johnny Bush (self)
BB Derek Hoke: Bring The Flood
BP The Sweetback Sisters: King Of Killing Time (Signature Sounds)
BS David Rawlings - Poor David's Almanack
CP Eilen Jewell, Down Hearted Blues , Signature Sounds
DB Radney Foster: For You To See The Stars (Devil’s Driver)
DC Mindi Abair And The Boneshakers: The EastWest Sessions
FH Smooth Hound Smith, HiFi
FS Whitney Rose: Rule 62 (Six Shooter)
GM Hiss Golden Messenger: Hallelujah Anyhow
GS Chris Hillman: Bidin' My Time (Rounder Records)
JA Jim Lloyd: Play Guitar In 7 Days (Self)
JM David Ramirez – We’re Not Going Anywhere (Thirty Tigers)
JML Jon Langford: Four Lost Souls (Bloodshot)
JP Ray Wylie Hubbard: Tell The Devil I'm Getting There As Fast As I Can
JVB Chris Hillman: Bidin' My Time (Rounder Records)
JW Christine Lavin: Spaghettification
JZ Ryan Koenig: Two Different Worlds (Big Muddy)
KR The Sweetback Sisters: King Of Killing Time (Signature Sounds)
MB Tom Russell; Folk Hotel (Frontera)
MF Rick Shea & The Losin' End, The Town Where I Live, Tres Pescadores
MN Mary Battiata & Little Pink, The Heart, Regardless , Independent
MP Amber Cross, Savage On The Downhill
OAM
Dan Whitaker & The Shinebenders: Anything You Wanted To
OO Eilen Jewell, Down Hearted Blues , Signature Sounds
PH Bonefish, Atoms, Fishbone Music
PK Bruce Cockburn: Bone On Bone
PP Mary Battiata & Little Pink, The Heart, Regardless , Independent
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PT Guy Davis & Fabrizio Poggi: Sonny and Brownie's Last Train (M.C.
Records)
PVG Emi Sunshine, Ragged dreams, Independent
SD Greg Allman, Southern blood, New Rounder
ST Ray Wylie Hubbard: Tell The Devil I'm Getting There As Fast As I Can
TG Ryan Koenig: Two Different Worlds (Big Muddy)

Chris Hillman: Bidin' My Time
(Rounder Records)
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